PPI catenary structure incorporates a user friendly design that allows easy assembly and tear down that lets the operator reconfigure their conveyor as the mining process dictates. Floor stands equipped with chain-slot brackets allow roof or floor mount configurations based on specific terrain at the mine. Available in CEMA C, D, and E for 24” - 60” belt widths. For wider belts please call for application assistance.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Integrated roof hangers allow for chain mount when the surface below does not permit
- Quick locking connection makes assembly and disassembly efficient
- Adjustable legs enable the structure to be set up on uneven surfaces
- Oversized handles on both the troughing idlers and returns make handling effortless, even with gloves
- Gusseted frames ensure the frames will stand the test of time, even after many moves
- Heavy duty galvanized stringers
- Stand alone structure utilizing PPI’s trusted roll design
- Rolls built with PPI’s LXT seal system promote long roll life
- Unparalleled customer support that comes along with PPI
- Quick lead times on product, when down time is not an option
- Service centers strategically located to better serve customers
- PPI’s high quality conveyor components at a competitive price
- Standard warranty on rolls and framework—with extended warranty available for some applications